
KS2 
Knowledge Organisers

Summer 2024

Topic Ignition: Drama Workshops

Topic Celebration: Greek feast



Turquoise and 
Magenta - 

Summer Term

PE - Athletics, Rounders, Frisbee, Cricket 

Fielding Handling the ball while playing in the field.

Cardiovascular 
endurance 

Movements over an extended period of time to 
increase stamina 

Collaboration The ability to use various movements at the 
same time.

Music - Performances

Rhythmic 
Accuracy 

Playing notes and rests exactly at the right time 
to create a steady pulse and groove.

Control Manipulate elements to shape the sound and 
feeling of a performance.

French

Festivals and 
celebrations 

Studying a range of texts 

Climate and 
travel 

creating a text using simple future tense - 
Je vais 

Key Text: Who 
Let The Gods 

Out?

Geography - Landscape and geographical features

Geographical 
features

Geographical features are the Earth's bumps and 
dips, like mountains, valleys, and oceans!

Landscape The visible features of an area of land

Grid 
references

A precise location system on a map using series of 
vertical and horizontal grid lines identified by 
numbers or letters.

History - Ancient Greeks

Hierarchy A hierarchy is a way of ranking and organizing 
things or people.

Minoan Bronze Age civilization of Crete from about 3000 bce 
to about 1100 bce

Mycenaean Bronze Age civilisation from approximately 1750 to 
1050 bce.

Dark Age Period of Greek history from the end of the 
Mycenaean civilization, around 1100 bce

Archaic Period of Greek history lasting from c. 800 bce to 
the second Persian invasion of Greece in 480 bce



Turquoise and 
Magenta - 

Summer Term

PSHE - 

Hygiene (Y5) The way we care for our bodies.

Responding to 
emergencies (Y5)

Understanding what to do in certain situations.

Puberty (Y6) Physical changes during maturity

Wellbeing (Y6) Physical health, mental health, relationships, and 
sense of purpose.

Science - Electricity and Light

Circuit closed loop that allows electricity to flow in a 
complete path

Reflect Light bounces off surfaces and changes 
direction

Light waves Moving energy made of tiny particles called 
photons. 

RE - Islam and Humanists

Mosque A place of worship for people who follow Islam

Humanists A non-religious philosophy based on human 
values

DT - Creating stable structures 

Stable 
structure

A structure that can resist collapsing
or bending under pressure 

Measure 
accurately

Use appropriate equipment to record 
measurements

Art

Expressionism Art that tries to convey emotion and meaning 
rather than reality

Portrait Artwork about a person that shows us who they 
are

Computing -  Control Systems 

Sequencing (Y5) A series of instructions that must be carried out 
in order.

Repetition/loops 
(Y5)

Doing the same thing more than once

Variables (Y6) A way of storing information in a computer 
program

Selections (Y6) Executing different instructions.
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